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Abstract- In this paper, we develop decentralized control
to drive a swarm of mobile agents into a moving target
region while avoiding collisions among themselves. This is
achieved with the help of target potential functions and collision
avoidance potential functions in Lyapunov synthesis. A basic
control framework is designed on a kinematic model. There
are neither requirements for pre-specified desired trajectories
outside the target region nor desired pinpoint positions inside
the target region . The framework docs not depend on a fixed
ordering of agents, and thus, flexibility is improved. Simulation
results illustrate the performance of the proposed approach.

I. I NTROD UCTION

Various strategies have been proposed for multi -agent con
trol, and they can be roughly assorted into two architectures:
centralized and decentralized. In the centralized architecture,
adequate information of all agents is required for control
design. Centralized control has been proposed based on ar
tificial potential functions and virtual leade rs [I], navigation
function s [2], control Lyapunov functions [3], cost graphs
and optimi zation [4], as well as a coordination architec
ture that subsumes leader-following, behavioral, and virtual 
structure approaches [5]. Decentralized control is designed
independently for each agent using locally available infor
mat ion. It requires less computational effort and is relatively
more scalable with respect to the swarm size . Behavior
based approaches [6]-[8] are well suited for decentralized
control , but may be difficult to analyze for convergence
mathematically. Leader-following approaches [9]-[11] and
the virtual structure approach [12] have also been propos ed to
achieve desired formations. Other methods include the use
of a formation constrained function to determine the team
formation along a specified path [13], a cooperative control
scheme with collision avoidance based on a navigation
function [14], as well as bounded controllers based on new
general potential functions for formation stabilization under
the condition of limited sensing ranges [15].

In most of the above works , every agent is required to
follow a specified path or track a predefin ed position in the
formation. Interestingly, from examples of group behavior
from nature, accurate specification of the path of each agent
does not appear necessary to form the collective behavior
of the group. Such swarming behavior emerges when the
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agent s are loosely distributed within a moving target region
that contains the group. In [16], region following formation
control has been proposed, where all the robots stay within a
moving region as a group. However, the collisions between
agents and the limitation of sensing ranges have not been
taken into consideration. Motivated by [16], in this paper,
we develop decentralized control to drive a swarm of mobile
agents with limited sensing ranges into a moving target
region while avoiding collisions among themselves.

II . PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARIES

In this paper, we consider a multi -agent system consisting
of N mobile agents , and each of them satisfies the following
kinematic model :

(I)

where q i E H" and U i E jRn are the position and con
trol input of the agent i. To better illustrate our idea, we
assume that all the agents have the same characteristics,
communicate without time delay s and move in jR2 space ,
i.e., n = 2. Of course, the idea can be generalized to the
jRn case further . Each agent i has a communication range,
which is centered at the agent and has a radius Ri . Two
agents are considered to be connected if they are within each
other's communication range ; otherwise, they are considered
as disconnected. Moreover, we use 9i to denote the set of
indices for those agents within communication range of agent
i . The agent i can only measure the information of itself
and the group members belonging to 9i' Our objective is
to design a decentralized control U i for each agent i such
that all the agents will converge to a common moving target
region, without coll isions between any agents in the group.
For simplicity, the common moving target region n is chosen
as a circle centered around the point qo with radius ro as
shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the target region n
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Definition J: For agent i, the target region can be ex
pressed as

(5)

where qij = qi - qj , qi and qj are the positions of agent i
and agent j respectively, Iij (· ) : IR2 -+ IR is the collision
avoidance function of agent i , which has the following
properties:
(i) The boundedness of I ij (%) can assure the boundedness

of 11 %11 .
(ii) The collision avoidance function I ij (qij) is continuous

and differentiable with respect to qij.

(iii) I ij(qij) = Ji i(qji) if r, = rj .
In addition, the region inside the circle is the danger region
of agent i, labeled as o'i j.

The safe region ni j and the danger region o'ij of agent i
are illustrated in Fig. 3.

Definition 4: We define the collision avoidance potential
function Pij (.) : IR2 -+ IR as a function that satisfies the
following properties:
(i) If qj E nij , then Pij = 0; if qj E o'ij, then Pij > O.

(ii) If qj E o'ij, Pij is monotonically increasing with the
decreasing of 11 %11 , and Pij -+ 00 as 11 %11 -+ O.

(iii) Pij is continuous and differentiable with respect to qij ,

\111%112 E (0, + 00).

In this paper, we choose Pij (qij) as follows:

{

0 , qj E ni j

Pij (%) ':!.i (I rr)2 n
2 og~ , qj E H i j

where Cij are positive constants and the shape of Pij (qij) is
illustrated in Fig. 4.

(3)
qi En
qi 'f- n

Pi

{
0,
%f l(qiO) ,Pi(qiO)

where Ci are positive constants. The shape of the target
potential function Pi of agent i defined in (3) can be
illustrated in Fig. 2.

where qiO = qi - qo, qi and qo are the positions of the
agent i and the center of the target region respectively, I i ( .) :
IR2 -+ IR is the target function of agent i , which satisfies the
following properties:

(i) The boundedness of I i (qiO) can assure the boundedness
of IlqiOll .

(ii) The target function Ii (qiO) is continuous and differen
tiable with respect to qiO.

Definition 2: Define the target potential function Pi(qiO) :
IR2 -+ IR for agent i, which satisfies the following propertie s:

(i) If qi E n, then Pi = 0; if qi tf- n, then Pi > O.
(ii) If qi tf- n, Pi is monotonically increasing with IlqiOll ,

and Pi -+ 00 as II qiOll -+ 00 .

(iii) Pi is continuous and differentiable with respect to qiO .

(iv) DPi(qi O) __ DPi(qiO)
Dqi Dqo

In this paper, we choose Pi as follows:

P"

X,

Fig. 2. Illustration of the target potential function Pi Fig. 4. Illustration of the colli sion avoidance potential function Pij
of agent i with other agents j 0 E Qi)

Assumption J: The communication range radius R ; of
agent i is larger than its danger region radius r i, i.e., R ; > rio

Assumption 2: The target region n is big enough to
contain all the agents and their danger regions, i.e., ro >
L:f:l r io In particular, we also assume that all ri, i
1,2 , ..., N, are equal. As such, we have that r o > Nr..

Assumption 3: The position qo, velocity qo and accelera
tion iio of the moving target region are known and bounded.

III. CONTROL D ESIG N AND S TABILITY A NALYSIS

Consider the following general potential function
N N

V = LPi(qiO) + L L Pij(qij) (6)
i = l i = l jE Qi

Its derivative along the kinematic model (1) is
N

V = L(Ui _ qOf [ ap~(qiO ) + L 2ap~(qij)] (7)
i=l q, jE Qi q,

safe region !l;j

---.-~

Definition 3: For agent i, we define a safe region nij as
the exterior of a circle of radius r i centered at the position
of agent i , which can be expressed as

Fig. 3. Illustration of the safe region ni j and danger region [!ij
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(8)

Choosing the following decentralized con trol U i

. _ . _ [aPi(qiO) +~ 2aPij(qij)]
U , - qo 0: a L a

qi j EQi qi

with some constant 0: > 0 and substituting (8) into (7), we
arrive at

N agents into two groups Gout and Gin. The group Gout
consists of M (1 :::; M :::; N ) agents located outside the
target region, and will be marked in grey in the subsequent
figures. The group Gin consists of N - M agents located
inside the target region , and will be marked in black .

x,

(14)

(10)

Fig. 5. Illustration of Case I: only one agent i* is located outside
the target region .

I
i

Fig. 6. Illustration of Case II.A: M (2 :::; M :::; N - 1) agents are
located outside the target region and located on one side of the line
l passing through the center of the target region.

•q..

Then, we can draw another line [' which is also passing
through the region center qo and perpendicular to the
line l: According to Definition 2, we have

aPi(qiO) {o i E Gin
aqi - nonzero i E Gout

Defining the corresfonding projection component of
every vector ap~~:iO ( i E Gout) onto the line l', as

Case I (M = 1): In this case, the group Gout only
consists of one agent, labeled as agent i*, as shown in Fig .
5. According to Definition 2, we have

aPi(qiO) {o i i= i*
Bq, - non zero i == i"

Therefore, we can obtain that

N
L aPi(qiO) = aPi' (qi'O) i= 0 (15)

i = l aqi aqi'

Obviously, (15) contradicts with the group condition Oz in
(14). As such, Case I does not hold .

Case II (2 :::; M :::; N - 1): In this case, the group Gout
includes M (2 :::; M :::; N - 1) agents and the group Gin
includes N - M agents. There are two possible cases :

• Case II, A: We can find a line, l, passing through the
center of the target region such that all those M agents
are located one side of the line as shown in Fig . 6.

I {

~r<>~ :
: ".~ ::
\,:~:~:;' Gn ·

: : .
_ ._ ._ .:... .:_ . I'

Due to the property

N

L L apt%) = 0 (13)
i = l j EQi q,

we obtain the other condition Oz, called a group condition:

N

c . : L ap~(qiO) = 0
i=l q,

To prove that all agents converge into the moving target
region st, we assume that not all the agents are located in
the target region first, which means that there are always
some agents located outside the target region. Let us separate

N

V - 0: L Il ap~(qiO ) + L 2aPt%) liZ (9)
i = l q, jEQi q,

Theorem J: Consider N mob ile agent s with the dynamics
in (1) under Assumptions 1-3 and decentralized controls
in (8). Starting at different locations qi (O), all the agents
will finally converge into the moving target region st =
{qi I f i(qiO) = IlqiOll Z - r5 :::; 0, i = 1,2, ...,N}, without
collisions between any agents. In particular, each agent will
be located inside the safe regions of other agents in the group.

Proof: 0 First, we prove that no collisions occur between
any agents.

From (9), we know that V :::; O. Integrating both sides in
the interval [0, t ], Vt > 0, we obtain that V(t) :::; V(O). With
the definition of V(t) in (6), we have

N

L L Pij(qij) <V(O)
i = l jEQi

According to Definition 4, the boundedness of Pij (qij)
means 11 %II i= 0, i.e., there are no collisions among any
agents for all t > O.

o Next, we will prove that qi E st, i.e., each agent qi is
located in the moving target region st.

Since V is negat ive semidefinite as seen from (9), ac
cording to LaSalle Yoshizawa Theorem [17], we know that
as time tends to infinity, V tends to 0, which, from (9),
indicates that each agent must satisfy the following individual
condition 0 1 :

0 1 : ap~(qiO) + L2aPtqij) = 0, i= 1, 2, ...,N (11)
q, jEQi q,

Applying summ ation from i = 1 to N on both sides of (11)
results in

N

L {ap~(qiO) + L 2ap~(qij)} = 0 (12)
i = l q, jEQi q,
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Since the se two groups G ou t 1 and G ou t 2 are discon
nected, we have

Noting (16), substituting (18) and the property (13) into
(17), and projecting onto the line If result in

prO]l ' [ fJ P~~~io l] , and noticing that in Fig. 6, all the M
agents belonging to the group G out are located on the
same side of the line l, thus, we know that the signs of

all prO]l' [ fJP~~~io l] ( i E G ou t) are the same. Therefore,

we can arrive at

N

L . [8Pi(qiO ) ] L . [8Pi(qiO)] -I- 0proJl' = proJl ' r
. 8qi. Bq,
t=l tEGo ,, '

iEGo"tl kEginGo,, '2

8Pik(qik) = 0
8qi

(18)

I { I I'"
I I
I I

which contradicts with the group condition C2 in (14),
implying Case II. A is impossible too .
Case II. B: We can find such a line l which pas ses
through the center of the target region to separate M
agents of the group Gou t into two disconnected groups,
labeled as G ou t 1 and G ou t 2 respectively, as shown in
Fig . 7.

I
i i

Fig. 7. Illustration of Case n.B: M (2 ::::; M ::::; N - 1)
agents are located outside the target region and separated into two
disconnected groups, G ou t! and G ou t2 respectively, by one line l

passing through the center of the target region.

Similar to the previous analysis in Case II. A,
we can draw another line If which is also pass
ing through the region center qo and perpendicu
lar to the line l, then project every vector fJP~~~iOl ,
i E Gout onto the line If. For both groups

G d G " . [ fJPi (qiOl] -I- 0ou t1 an ou t 2, D i E G o"tl proJl ' ----aq:-- r ,

2:j E G
o
" ' 2 prO]l ' rfJP~~~jOl l # O. To make the group

condition C2 in (4) hold, the above two vectors must
be symmetric about the target region center qo, i.e.,

(16)

In addition, every agent i in Gou tl also needs satisfy
the individual condition C1 in (II)

which means that in the group G i n inside the target
region, there are some agents which are connected
with some agents in the group G ou t 1 outside the target
region. Similarly, we also can prove that there are some
agents in the group G in, which are connected with some
agents in the group G ou t 2 outside the target region.
Therefore, among the N - M agents in the group G i n

inside the target region, there are at least two agents
whose danger regions are intersected with the target
region. Due to Assumption 2, we can always find a line
l", to separate the N - M agents in the group G i n inside
the target region into two disconnected groups, labeled
as G i n 1 and G i n 2, which are located on both sides of
the line l", and connected with the groups G ou t 1 and
Gout2 respectively, such that

Then, we perform analysis for the group G in 1 and arrive
at the following equation:

(21)

o (17)

126

Since the agents in the group G in 1 are located inside
the target region and disconnected with the group G i n 2,

we have

L
8Pi(qiO)

0 (22)
8qi

i EGi n 1

L L 8Pik(Qik)
0 (23)

8QiiEGinl kEginGin2
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Also , It leads to

(31)

8 Pi* j (qi *j )

8qi *

=I- 0

8Pi* j(qi *j)

8q i *

Then, we can find a line l passing through the agent i* and
project (31) onto the line l, such that

'" proj, [8Pi *j (Qi *j ) ]
L 8Q *

JEQi*n C i n 1 2

L proj; [8P2~Q::2 * j)] =I- 0 (32)
JE Q,* nCm 2

Therefore, these two vectors
" . [ aPi * ; (Qi * ; )2 ] d"L.JjEQi* n C i n 1 prOJI a l! Qi* j 11 2 Qi *j an L.Jj EQi * nCin2

pro ji [ a:il~:2~iii ) 2Qi *j] must be symmetric about the agent
i* as shown in Fig. 8.

(25)

(24)8Pik(qik) = 0
8qi

8Pik(qik)

8qi

8Pik(q ik)

8qi

Noting (20) , subst ituting (22)-(25) into (21) and pro
jecting onto the line l' , we have

However, according to the individual condition C l in
(II), we know that

(35)

(34)o

= 0

'" 8Pi (QiO )
. L 8Qi«o;«

8Pik(Qik)

8Qi

Fig. 8. Illustration for the case where all N agents are located inside
the target region and some agents located in the danger region of
agent i" ,

For the group Ginl , we have :

It is easy to obtain that(28)

(29)

8Pi* (qi *O) = 0
8qi *

From (28) and the individual condition C l in (11), we have

Therefore, (26) contradicts with (27), which means Case
II. B does not hold either.

Case III (M = N ): Following the procedures of Case II,
this case does not hold either.

From the above three cases, we can conclude that the
assumption, of there being M (1 :::; M :::; N ) agent s located
outside of the target region, and N - M agents located
inside the target region, cannot hold. Therefore, all the agents
should be located in the target region.

o Finally, we will prove that each agent will be located
inside the safe regions of other agents in the group.

Suppose that there exists one agent at least, labeled as
agent i* , whose danger region contains other agents . Since
all the agents are located inside the target region, we have

In order to ensure that (29) holds, we separate the remaining
N - 1 agents into two groups, labeled as Ginl and G in2,
respectively, such that both groups include some agents
located in the danger region of agent i*, i.e.,

8Pi *j(qi*j) +
8qi *

8Pi *j(qi*j) = 0(30)
8qi *

Substituting (34) and (35) into (33) and projecting every
vector onto the line l result in

(36)
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From Fig. 8, we can observe that the agent i*
and the agents in group Gi n 2 are located on one
side of the group Gi n l . Thus, the signs of the

vectors I:' EG m 1 I:k Eg, n G m 2 pro][ [2 ap'~~:' k) ] and

I:' E G m l pro][ r2 ap,,~~:,, *) ] are same. According to (32),

from (36) , we have

L pro][ [ OP~(qiO) + L 2 oP~(qik)] -1 0 (37)
i EGin l q, kEgi q,

However, according to the individual condition in (11), we
know that

L proji [ OP~(qiO) + L 20Pik(qik)] a
i EGin l q, i ea. oq,

(38)

Thus, (37) contradicts with (38). Therefore, the assump tion
that at least for one agent, there are some agents located
in its danger region, is invalid. The conclusion is that each
agent will be located inside the safe regions of other agents.
Th is completes the proof. •

IV. SIM ULATIO N STUDIES

Consider a group of N = 4 identical mobile agents on
a ]R2 space, with the same danger region radius ri = 0.5m
and communication range radius R; = 1.0m. The common
target region n is specified as a circle which is cen tered at
the point qo with a radius of ro = 2.5m and moves along the
desi red trajectory qo = [t sin(t) rr . The agents are initia lized
randomly outside the target region with qo = [0.0, O.Orr.
Simulation result is shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that all
agents converge into the target region and move together with
it without coll isions amon g the agents.

t = 0 [s] 1= 0.8 [s)
10 10

:[ 0 :[ ·0 ·
>- >-

. .
- 5 - 5

-1 0 - 10
- 10 - 5 0 10 -1 0 - 5 0 10

x [m) x [m]

t = 1.5 [s] 1=5 [s)
10 10

agent 1
agent2

8
agent3

:[ :[ agent 4

8>- >-

-5 -5

- 10 - 10
- 10 -5 0 10 - 10 - 5 0 10

x [m) x [m]

Fig . 9. All agents converg ing into and movi ng w ith the target regi on

V. CONC L USI O N

In this paper, a multi-agent region track ing problem has
been proposed and solved with a decentralized control based
on artificial potent ials for a kinem atic model. We have shown

ThA4.4

that all the agents converge to a common moving target
region, without collisions between any agents in the group.
There are several interesting issues that would benefit from
more extensive research in the future. The se include: I) the
generalization of the circl e shape of the target region into
arbitrary shapes; 2) the extension of the integrator model
to more complicated vehicles considering kinematic and
dynamic motion constraints; and 3) communica tion issues
that may provide insight into ways to reduce the reliance on
extensive communications.
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